
Online chat, 10/15/2018:

Talk to a person

 Agent Image

Xxxxxxx has joined the chat

Microsoft Answer Tech

Agent

Thank you for contacting Microsoft Support. I am Xxxxxxx. How can I help you today?

Agent

Please be aware that if you switch apps or change focus to another window while working with us, you

may get disconnected from your chat session. To ensure the best support experience, please stay active in

this chat window.

Agent

Before we go on, in case we do not get reconnected within 5 minutes, please wait for me to call or email

you. May I have your best callback number and email address?

Me

I have a Microsoft Surface (2017) and today the screen bulged from the frame.

Me

Current telephone number (Mexico): +52 (55) xxxx xxxx

Me

e-mail: xx@xxxxx.com

Agent

Thank you so much for the information.

Agent

Just to confirm though, your surface device screen is bulging from the frame itself, right?

Me

Yes. Can I send you a photo in this chat?

Me

If not: http://www.wpcoe.com/images/SP2017_screen_bulge.jpg



Agent

With regard to the photo, I will send you a link where you can upload the photo later.

Agent

Thank you for taking time in contacting us about this concern. We really appreciate for bringing this

matter to us. Microsoft would make sure to have this case evaluated and investigated to have a great

quality product in the future. What we are going to do is to escalate this case to our Highest Advocacy

team, that is our Care Team. Cases like these like the one that you are encountering right now will be taken

care of seriously by our Care Team. Also, they will reach you back within 48-72 business hours to provide

you better options or even replace your device after reviewing this case. They will be the one that decides

what options that they will provide you.

Me

So, I can safely continue using the Surface Pro for 48-72 more hours? That's a relief!

Agent

For now, you may need to keep the surface device, I mean don't use it for a moment because it may get

worst and we don't want that this may cause some issue on the surface device more.

Me

??? That paragraph is not very clear...

Me

(This is my only computer)

Agent

I mean is that, we don't want that the surface device will get worst because of that issue so that's why we

need to disregard that surface device for a moment until it will get replace.

Me

So, I should NOT be using it right now?

Agent

Still you can use it, however again in this case this is very serious case that we need to give an action as

soon as possible.

Me

Okay. Thanks. So, I should hear (by e-mail or phone) from your Care Team within 72 hours?



Agent

In this case, I will give you a phone call to gather all the information and I will document here in our

resources so that our escalations team will know about the issue so that this will be address as soon as

possible.

Me

Okay. Did you note the link for a photo of the problem above?

Agent

The link that you sent me is we can't see on that because we only have limited access for any website here

in our end. No worries, we can still check on that later when I sent the link where you can upload the

photo for the surface device.

Me

Okay

Agent

Alright!

Agent

Please bear with me.

Me

Of course. No problem.

Agent

I will give you a phone call about 2-3 minutes from now. Please bear with me.

Agent

I will give you a phone call on your number, please accept my call.

Agent

Thank you.

Me

Yes, I will.

Me

And, you're welcome. :-)



Agent

It seems that your phone number is busy.

Agent

May I know if you have another phone number that I can call you then?

Me

No, that's my only telephone. And, it's not in use...

Agent

When I'm about to call you it will ring once and then it will beep. 

Me

It's a mobile phone, and I know within Mexico you have to dial a mobile phone differently than a land line

Me

Let me do a quick search in my files about that...

Me

Try this:

Me

Dial the exit code 011. 011 is the exit code for the United States and Canada. ... Dial Mexico's country code

52. ... Dial 1 if you are calling a cell phone. ... Drop the trunk code 01, 044, or 045. ... Dial the 2-3 digit area

code. ... Dial the 7-8 digit phone number.

Me

(I think the "dial 1 if you are calling a cell phone" might be the problem?)

Agent

Thank you so much.

Agent

I understand that.

Agent

Here's the thing that we can do.



Agent

I will send you a link right where you can upload the photo on your surface device that the screen is

bulging.

Me

OK

Agent

Alright!

Agent

Here's the link where you can upload it.

https://support.microsoft.com/files?workspace=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9.eyJ3c2lkIjoiYWI3

MDY3MWEtNWFmMi00OTY0LWJjNzUtYTY1YmMyOTdlMDcxIiwic3IiOiIxNDQ0NzM2Njk3IiwiYXBwaWQiOiI

zMjc5M2FjZi1hNjZlLTQzZjYtYmU5ZC1jNmM5YmNmZWM4NWMiLCJzdiI6InYxIiwicnMiOiJFeHRlcm5hbCIsIn

d0aWQiOiI1MGQyMDU1Zi1mOGFmLTRlN2ItYmQ5YS1kNTQ4MDg5Yjg2OTMiLCJpc3MiOiJodHRwczovL2F

waS5kdG1uZWJ1bGEubWljcm9zb2Z0LmNvbSIsImF1ZCI6Imh0dHA6Ly9zbWMiLCJleHAiOjE1NDczMjU4MD

gsIm5iZiI6MTUzOTU0OTgwOH0.x4gA6zLqnwJ_LcPYERDPjXoqli59VcGb656yCEtnyWdjJe2b6_aYIRffaNjrM3S

ab3l4lml7DGIeRIsr-Qp1Hvlg1UXpkccuAeGRsCeGPI0GCZ8QlK3CYf1a6my3tkhBABmXHFWdnJHcUE1MD42Y

6wLqyJQKcSDTFCdU8_wz9w7lxAX1bUWlyPL2ZO7qMB4DfHCUetcyYYDiOVwPIb4LIyh1mraKcQs9VRgpfwC

NE4yeZo4EczVu39EHMrsR-9atS78WHv8Fcoj6oSfLFPi5Jc5aWJPLAcnp6sAm956hxtEUgB1TsuA400I3EaxCS5

Wl3dDdhV-MKsqZajnn_SyjXQ&wid=ab70671a-5af2-4964-bc75-a65bc297e071

Me

Okay. I just uploaded a .jpg image

Me

"Secure File Exchange xxxxxxx697"

Agent

Thank you so much for that.

Agent

I already see it right now.

Agent

In this case, I will document all the information here in our resources and we need your information for the

escalation process. Full name, complete shipping address, preferred phone number and email address?

Me

Xxxxxxx X. Xxx



Me

My address while I'm in Mexico (until Christmas):

Me

Calle xx #xx x xx y xx

Me

Colonia Centro

Me

Yucatan Mexico 92000

Me

Phone number: +52 (55) xxxx xxxx

Me

e-mail: xx@xxxxx.com

Agent

Thank you so much.

Me

Whoops! Should be: Yucatan, Mexico 97000

Agent

It's okay.

Me

So, you still can't call me? I sent a message to my cell provider to ask how to call...

Agent

yes, I can't still call you.

Me

Oh, well



Agent

No worries, in this case, we will going to send this and escalate to our Escalations department and they will

be the one who will call you then and I will document all the information here.

Agent

Escalations department will give you a follow up email within 24-72 hours for the process.

Okay. I will wait. BUT, just in case, if I don't hear from them, how can I contact you again?

Me

Is there some case number I should refer to?

Agent

No worries, I will send you my system generated email so that in case if you have any concern, feel free to

reply to my email so that I can get back to you as soon as possible.

Me

Great. Well, now I wait. :-)

Alright!

Me

Thank you very much for your time and patience.

Agent

You have been one of the most patience customers I have chatted today. I do thank you for being so nice

and polite all throughout our chat session, you just don't know how much it means to me.

Me

I used to work in a call center. LOL!

Agent

Before I let you go, just to do a recap we were able to resolve your concern about the surface screen is

bulging by processing a Standard escalating the issue to our escalations team on your first contact with

me today, correct?

Agent

I wanted to make sure that before I will let you go you have no doubts and with a peace of mind since

your concern has been addressed.

Agent

I hope I was able to make your day better and help resolved your concern even in my own little way.



Me

That is correct. We agree on the problem, and now I wait for your Escalations department to proceed

Me

You did calm me down. I was a bit freaked out about the screen, and it's reassuring to know someone is

going to look into it for me

Agent

I really understand that. I know how you and since this is very serious concern that we will get into the

resolution as soon as possible.

Agent

By the way, may we please tag this issue Open but Resolved at your first contact with us regarding your

concern about the screen of the surface device is bulging since I have provided you the different options

that we can choose to proceed and I will also make a follow-up on you via email.

Me

If that makes your bosses happy, go for it. :-)

It's indeed my pleasure chatting with you today. If that was everything, I would like to thank you again for

contacting Surface Customer Support and for giving me the opportunity to assist you today, Xxxxxxx. Have

a great day and please take care always. I wish you good health for you and your love ones. Take care

always, Xxxxxxx.

Me

Thanks, Xxxxxxx. Have a great day!



On 10/15/2018 11:22 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your recent contact to Surface Customer Support. We received information regarding an

issue you were having with your Surface. We take these claims very seriously and want to make sure we

can get this resolved for you.

My name is Xxxx and I am reaching out to you from the Microsoft corporate offices in regard to the issue

you reported.

I wanted to thank you for your pictures. I have forwarded them to our engineers. Once their inspection is

complete, I will reach out to you with the next appropriate steps. In the meantime, it would be helpful to

have a picture of the Surface's serial number. Please reply to this email with a picture attached and I will

forward that for you.

I would also like to confirm your shipping address. Please reply to this email with that information and I

will update your Microsoft account for you. 

If you have any questions about this, please let me know by replying to this email.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/16/2018 1:44 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

I wanted to thank you for your pictures. I have forwarded them to our engineers. I see that you are

currently in an unsupported country. If you can provide an alternative address in a supported country (like

your address in Thailand), I can work with my team to have a replacement device sent there. You would be

responsible for shipping any replacement device from the address that you provide to your current

address.

If you have any questions about this, please let me know by replying to this email.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/16/2018 7:29 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Oh, my.  Mexico is not supported by Microsoft???



On 10/18/2018 12:26 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your reply. As the Surface has not launched in Mexico, we cannot provide traditional service

for your device.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/18/2018 4:15 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Sorry, but I'm confused. This is from the Mexican Microsoft web site: 

https://www.microsoft.com/es-mx/store/b/surface and I have seen the Surface models in stores here.

-- Xxxx



On 10/22/2018 1:33 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your reply. The link that you provided goes to the Spanish Microsoft Store online with prices

in Euro. These devices have launch in Spain and have full support, but the same is not the case in Mexico.

Which is why we cannot provide our traditional support to you there.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/22/2018 3:50 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Figures. I was hoping that since the page said Mexico at the bottom, that it was for Mexico.  So, I guess I

will buy a ticket to fly to the USA just to replace the darned thing.  

I have a new, additional problem that I was wondering if you could run past you engineering department:

Using the Surface keyboard, the "r", ":", and "backspace" keys have suddenly stopped working.  Is that

likely a symptom of the current issue of the bulging Surface computer, or a coincidentally-timed problem

with the keyboard itself? If it's a problem with the keyboard itself, what's the warranty period for it?

Speaking of your engineering department, have they determined that I qualify for a replacement unit, or

do they need to actually have the unit in their possession first to determine that?  If/when I qualify for a

replacement unit, would we be able to arrange that I could obtain the replacement unit at the Microsoft

Store in Houston?

Many thanks,

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 10/24/2018 12:57 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your reply. As stated in my previous email, we will need to collect the device before a

replacement can be provided to you. In addition, do not travel with the device. You will not be able to

board an aircraft with the device in the state that it is in due to restrictions on shipping and handling of

damaged lithium-ion batteries. We would recommend that you keep the device unplugged, in a powered

off state for safe storage.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/24/2018 6:32 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Sorry, must have missed you telling me that.  After Microsoft receives it, how long will it take for a

replacement unit to be sent out?

Can you Xxxx me (credit card) for the replacement unit and then credit me when you receive & evaluate

the current one?

It's really sad that Microsoft doesn't support products in Mexico and requires me to be totally without a

computer until they send me a new one.  To some country in which I will not be.  Now you're telling me

not to use the computer at all nor to travel with it.  If I were to do that, we'd not be having this e-mail

exchange.  Does Microsoft expect me to buy another computer to use in the interim?  Will they reimburse

me?  I'm not a happy camper.  I was going to buy a Surface Pro 6, but am reconsidering that, considering

the service that I'm experiencing now...

-- Xxxx

PS:  I just read back through our conversation and don't see where you advised the need to "collect the

device before a replacement can be provided."  Not that that matters in the scheme of Microsoft support...

PPS:  And, do I just drop the unit off at the post office and say "Please send to Microsoft" or is there a

certain address I should use?



On 10/26/2018 12:13 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

The collection can take up to 4-6 weeks, as you are using the device in an unsupported country.

Unfortunately, I am not able to provide an alternate solution for your device as we have to handle the

issue with a specific process. There are regulations and restriction regarding how to ship a damaged

lithium-ion battery, which includes special packaging and shipping methods. As I suggested in my email

on the 16th, I can send a replacement to an address that you prefer, like your address in Thailand, but we

would need to collect the Surface beofre the replacement can be sent.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 10/26/2018 12:35 PM, wpcoe wrote:

How do you "collect" the unit?  I thought I would have to ship it to you.



On 10/30/2018 11:19 AM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

I can dispatch a third party courier to collect your damaged device from you at your current address.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 11/1/2018 5:02 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Sorry to delay, but I'm juggling a travel schedule with family obligations involved.  I should return to

Mexico mid-November.  Can we arrange for the courier to collect my SP2017 after I return then?



On 11/5/2018 1:07 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

I have requested collection of your Surface. Once the collection team contacts you, you can schedule a

date for the collection that works for you.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 11/18/2018 11:36 AM, wpcoe wrote:

I haven't heard from the collection team yet.  I am back in Mexico and will be here another month.  Please

have them contact me to schedule a date for collection of my Surface Pro 2017.

Thanks!

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 11/20/2018 12:04 PM, wpcoe wrote:

By any chance is the third party you use called "Brightstar Corporation"?  If so, they sent a mail pouch to

my USA post office box.  I am in Mexico.  Somehow that won't work.

-- Xxxx



On 11/21/2018 10:53 AM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your reply. The collection can take up to 4-6 weeks as you are not in a Surface supported

country. I have reached out to the collections team to ask for an update on the process. I will update you

as soon as I hear anything from them.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 11/21/2018 11:01 AM, wpcoe wrote:

I am departing Mexico on 25-December-2018.

Let's see how this plays out.

-- Xxxx

PS:  Did you see my question about "Brightstar"?



On 12/3/2018 4:13 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Any update on arrange collection of my firebomb Surface Pro?  I'm only here a few more weeks.  We've

been corresponding more than 1.5 months now.

-- Xxxx



On 12/7/2018 11:32 AM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Thank you for your reply. Unfortunately, I cannot provide an update on the collection. Our Logistics team

need to locate a courier that can collect the device from you. This takes time as you are outside of our

supported regions. The device is perfectly safe to store as long as it is not turned on and kept off the

charger.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 12/15/2018 1:08 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Just a reminder that I leave Mexico in ten days.  We've been corresponding two months now.  Tick tock. 

Tick tock.

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 12/21/2018 11:41 AM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

Can you provide me with an address that would be good to send you a replacement? I would like to get a

replacement out to you prior to collection as the courier has not reached out to you yet.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 12/21/2018 2:02 PM, wpcoe wrote:

You can send it to:

Xxxxxxx Xxx

xxx/xxx Moo 12, Xxxxxxxxx Road

Xxxxxxxx,Xxxxxxxxxx, Xxxxxxxx xxx50

THAILAND 

Phone:  +66-81-xxx-xxxx

I will arrive at that address (home) on 28-December.

Thanks!

-- Xxxx



On 12/21/2018 2:15 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Or, if it's cheaper/easier to get me the replacement before I depart on 25-December, my address in

Mexico is:

Xxxxxxx Xxx

Calle xx #xxx x xx y x

Col. Centro

Merida, Yucatan 97000

MEXICO 

Phone:  +52 (55) xxxx-xxxx

The replacement would need to be delivered no later than 24-Dec, as I depart before dawn on 25-Dec.

Cheers,

-- Xxxx

PS:  I will be spending the night of 25-Dec in Los Angeles, if you wanted to deliver it to me at the hotel

there.



On 12/24/2018 1:01 PM, Microsoft Support wrote:



On 12/24/2018 4:56 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Is the Google Translate translation correct that I do not need to return the defective Surface Pro to you,

and should safely dispose of it myself in Mexico?

Cheers,

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 12/26/2018 11:44 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

Hi Xxxxxxx,

The email provided to you does have the correct instructions. Please recucle the damaged device per your

local electronic waste regualtions.

Thank you,

Xxxx X.

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST



On 1/19/2019 11:49 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Can you check the status of shipping the replacement Surface Pro 2017?  It's been over three weeks and

I've heard nothing since the 26-Dec-18 e-mail from you.

Thanks!

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 1/31/2019 1:58 PM, wpcoe wrote:

Hello?  Any status updates on the replacement Surface Pro 2017?

-- Xxxx Xxx



On 3/3/2019 4:45 AM, wpcoe wrote:

Hello?  This is more than a little frustrating.  I have been without a workable Surface Pro 2017 since

15-Oct-2018 (4.5 months ago...) and have not heard a word from Microsoft since 26-Dec-2018 (2 months

ago).

Can someone PLEASE provide me with a status update?

Thanks,

                                                     -- Xxxx Xxx



On 3/4/2019 11:32 PM, Microsoft Customer Support wrote:

Service Request xxxxxxx697

 

Hi Xxxxxxx,

 

The email below was sent to you on 12/24 and again on 1/31 and contains tracking information for the

replacement device to the address you provided in Thailand. The tracking number was MS000030067TH

and was sent by Thailand post. Currently the tracking shows that it has expired now due to the age of the

delivery. If you have not received the package to the Thailand address you provide I would advise to

contact the courier to see if they can provide any information about the delivery since it is no longer

available online.

 

Thank you,

 

Xxxx

 

Global Escalations Support Agent

Microsoft Customer Support & Services

Office Hours: M-F 7:00AM-3:30pm PST

Microsoft Support | Manage Microsoft Devices | Microsoft Account Profile | Microsoft Privacy Statement

Legal Disclaimer: The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential. It is

intended to be read only by the individual or entity to whom it is addressed or by their designee. If the

reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are on notice that any distribution of this

message, in any form, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately

notify the sender and delete or destroy any copy of this message.

EU Customers only: The European Commission provides an online dispute resolution platform, which can

be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. More information on this is available here:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/legal/arbitration/EU-ODR.aspx

 

--- Original Message ---

??????????????????????????
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Microsoft



 

?????????????:   Surface Pro (5th Gen) - 256GB i7 8GB M1796
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??????

?????????????? M i c r o s o f t
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???????????????????????

Microsoft

Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052 USA

Microsoft



On 3/5/2019 12:44 AM, wpcoe wrote:

Thank you for replying!

That letter in Thai (which I cannot read, but had someone roughly translate for me) does not contain

tracking information as far as I can tell, so thank you for providing a tracking number in your last e-mail. 

Granted, it has been provided too late, but I will see how far I get with the Thai-speaking government

employees at the local Thai Post Office branch.  (Try to imagine someone speaking in Thai with a person at

a US Post Office...)

Since it appears the package was posted within Thailand, do you have any contact information (e-mail, or

telephone number) for the Microsoft office in Thailand office that shipped it?

Many thanks,

                                                    -- Xxxx

PS: I did get the original of that Thai letter on 12/24, but not on 1/31.  Your 3/4 e-mail is the first I've heard

from Microsoft since 12/26.



On 3/6/2019 6:18 PM, wpcoe wrote:

I traveled across town (one hour in each direction) to the regional Thai Post office, only to be told that

MS0000xxxxxTH is not a valid Thai Post tracking number.  Their tracking numbers begin with Exxxxx for

EMS (express mail) or Rxxxxx or Pxxxxx  for registered mail.  To be thorough, they checked my address in

their computer for any deliveries and again for my name, and came up negative for both searches.

I also checked with my condo front office to see if they had accepted any package (from any shipper) for

me -- they checked their log book and looked on their shelves and have not.

So please tell me:  where in the world (literally!) is my replacement Surface Pro 2017?

                                                                       -- Xxxx Xxx


